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Molten lithium will be used as a beam target of IFMIF (International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility), and is also expected as a

self-cooling and tritium breeding material in fusion reactors. Since tritium is generated in both cases, tritium recovery is required from

viewpoints of safety and a feasible fuel cycle. Nitrogen impurity in the lithium, however, not only enhance corrosion to tubing

materials, but also promote nitride contamination on a surface of yttrium, which is considered to be a tritium gettering candidate. In our

previous study, nitrogen recovery by hot trap method with Fe+5%Ti alloy as a gettering material showed a higher nitrogen reduction

capacity than that with Ti or Cr metal. In this study, high temperature recovery of nitrogen with Fe-Ti alloy was examined to achieve

more efficient recovery and higher recovery rate coefficient.

 Fe-4%Ti alloy are fabricated by electron beam melting, and its thin plates (40 mm * 10 mm * 1 mm) are used in our experiments. The

Fe-4%Ti alloy plates were immersed into 25 g of liquid lithium in Mo crucible under Ar atmosphere. The crucible was put in a SUS316

stainless steel pot heated at 600, 700, or 800 C up to 100 hours.  A small portion of the liquid lithium in the crucible was sampled out

with adequate time interval, and the nitrogen concentrations in the sampled lithium were observed by changing nitrogen to ammonia.

Experiments using lithium containing about 100 wt. ppm of nitrogen at the beginning show that the nitrogen reduction became faster

with temperature and the minimum achieved nitrogen concentration was less than 20 wppm in case of 800 C. SEM-EDS analysis on the

plates after experiment shows a Ti-rich surface layer of tens of micrometers on the alloy immersed in lithium at 800 C, and XPS

analysis indicates the surface layer is TiN, while no Ti-rich layer nor TiN were observed on the alloys immersed at 600 C and 700 C.

By increasing temperature from 600 C to 800 C, the diffusion coefficients of titanium in the alloy increase more rapidly than those of

nitrogen. Therefore, titanium supply to the surface from inside of the alloy was considered to be promoted to form the TiN thick layer.

The formation of the layer enhanced nitrogen recovery in the short-term. However, the thick layer also acts as a diffusion barrier in the

long-term. The results from long-term experiments and from those with low nitrogen concentrations will be discussed in the

presentation in detail.
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